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Question
What is the Minhocão?

Question
When is the Minhocão
closed?

3 Question
Why was the Minhocão
built?

4

Question Why does Nassralla
like the highway being closed?

How do the locals use the
6 Question
Highway when closed?

Question What is sold on the streets?

10 Question What are the benefits to green spaces?

Title of article: Greening São Paulo’s ‘Big Worm’ adapted from Written by Lottie Watters
Brief summary

A central highway in Brazil’s largest city is about to get a green makeover.
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How does the
11 Question
scheme effect the

environment?

How would
12 Question
increases green spaces in
cities make them more
sustainable?

In February, what did
9 Question
the local governing body
announce?

For decades, there have been
ongoing discussions about what to do
with the Minhocão because of its
disruptive impact on local residents.

What does the picture above
7 Question
show?
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Question: Using the image above, think of a local road where you live. If the road was closed in the evenings, how would it effect
your community?

